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Why is she here?
 Master’s degree in Molecular Biology
 Five years’ experience in public libraries
 Selector for Juvenile Collections at UNT Libraries




of parents do their 
children’s science  
fair projects for 
them?
The Game Plan
 Changes in science fair environment and their impact 
on collection development
 Qualities of an excellent nonfiction book, specifically 
science books
 Selection tools for finding excellent science books
 Erin’s favorite science books and publishers
Do you recognize these?
You don’t have to spend all of your
science fair money on them anymore!
Changes in Science Fair Land
 Experiments are more readily available -
Internet, PTA, teachers and school librarians
 Students mainly looking for background 
information – section of scientific method.
Conclusion: Don’t put all of your money into 
experiment collections or indexes. You need 
good, basic science books.
Qualities of a good 
science book 
Qualities of a good nonfiction 
book plus more
=
Qualities of Good Youth Nonfiction
Carter and Abrahamson Cianciolo
 Accuracy
 Content - defined
 Style – clarity, tone
 Organization - patterns
 Format - illustrations
 Uses – in schools and 
libraries
 Accuracy and currency
 Starter, not stopper
 Distinguish between fact, 
theory, and opinion
 Clear text and illustrations
 Organization indicates 
patterns and 
interrelationships
 Attractive and readable 
format





 Back matter 
 Illustrations of the 
unseen 
Criteria  #1 and #2
Currency Content
 Will solve majority of 
accuracy problems
 Title should be no 
more than 5 years old
 Rely on reviewers for 
subject knowledge
 Coverage should 
include at least all 
basic facts in a subject 
area
 Rely on reviewers for 
subject knowledge
Criteria #3: Clarity
Explanations of concepts in jargon are not 
enough
Need analogies and real-life examples
Need illustrations that support and enhance 
text
Look at reviews, catalogs (online or print), 
and conferences
From: Science  Fair Projects about the Properties of Matter Using 
Marbles, Water, Balloons and More by Robert Gardner
Criteria #4 and #5
Access Back Matter
 Format should support 
efferent reading
 Students should be able to 
easily locate scientific 
concepts
 Descriptive chapter titles and 
subheadings
 Important terms in bold font 
or in sidebars 
 Look at reviews, catalogs and 
conferences
 Supports efferent reading
 Starter, not stopper
 Leads student to deeper 
investigation , related topics, 
and different formats
 Indexes, glossary, further 
reading, websites
 Look at reviews, catalogs and 
conferences
From: Properties of Materials 
by Dr. Brian Knapp. Science 
Matters! series
Easy access to concepts 
and terminology
From: Experiments with Light by Salvatore Tocci
From: Science  Fair Projects about the 
Properties of Matter Using Marbles, Water, 
Balloons and More by Robert Gardner
From: The Nature and Science of 
Color by Jane Burton and Kim 
Taylor
#6: Illustrations of the Unseen
 Lead students from awe to analysis
 Reveal the hows and whys of physical matter and 
living beings
 Reveal the intricacies of the everyday
 Model the skill of modeling
 Support different learning styles
 Cross-sections, chronologies, diagrams, visualization 
of forces
From: From Seed to Plant by Gail Gibbons
From: Force and Pressure by John O.E. Clark. 
Series: Under the Microscope: Science Tools.
Science Book Selection Tools
The Answer for the Busy Librarian
Selection Tools: Journals
 Science Films and Books - published by the 
American Association for the Advancement of 
Science
 School Library Journal - for sheer number of 
nonfiction reviews
 Booklist – for series reviews
Selection Tools: Awards
Best Books for Children (SB&F)
Best Books for Junior and Senior High 
Readers (SB&F)
Orbis Pictus Nonfiction Award (NCTE)
Outstanding Science Trade Books 
for Children (NSTA)
Erin’s Favorites for Reference
World Book Encyclopedia
Physics Matters! - Grolier
Science Matters! - Grolier
Young Scientist – World Book
Favorite Series and Publishers
 Chelsea House – Science Foundations
 Compass Point Books – Simply Science
 Children’s Press – Elements, Science Experiments
 Grolier Educational – Under the Microscope: 
Science Tools
 Heinemann Library – Useful Machines
 National Geographic – Science Readers
Favorite Authors
 John O.E. Clark – Under the Microscope: Science 
Tools
 Gail Gibbons – You name it!
 Dr. Brian Knapp – Science Matters!
 Salvatore Tocci – Elements and Science 
Experiments from Children’s Press
 Mike Dickinson – Science Project Helper
And Beyond: Science Literacy
 Basic science books provide:
 principles and rules of science
 introduction to science research
 introduction to scientific method
 Supplement with:
 books about scientists at work, e.g. The Snake Scientist
 books with a more narrative structure that entice 
students to learn more about science, e.g. The Man-
Eating Tigers of the Sundarbans
Thank you for 
listening!
Questions?
You can contact me at:
erin.otoole@unt.edu
940-891-6750
